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IABSTRACT
With the increase in demand for satellite communications services has
come the advent of shortages in available transponder capacity, especial-
ly at C-band.	 Demand for satellite distributed video services has re-
sulted in over subscription to the FCC for the remaining orbital slots at
that frequency. Interest has shifted to the Ku-band frequency and cur-
rently carriers are rapidly moving to secure orbital slots for future
satellite development. Projections of communications service demands
over the next decade indicate growth in voice, data and video services
such that saturation of both C-band and Ku-band will occur by 1990. Em-
phasis must and will shift to Ka-band (20/30 GHz) frequency for fixed-
satellite service. This gives rise to an opportunity to apply advanced
technologies such as multibeam antennas coupled with on-board satellite
switching to allow implementation in this band of very high capacity sat-
ellite systems to meet the demand.
This paper will present satellite system concepts that are likely in the
1990's and are likely to bring a new dimension to satellite delivered
communication service. The NASA 30/20 GHz communications satellite
system demonstration program will be discussed with emphasis on the
related technology development.
INTRODUCTION
As we move from the decade of the seventies to the eighties, the use of
communication satellite systems will continue to increase. In 1978 the
prospects for profitable operation of domestic satellite systems was
marginal at best. The growth of the cable TV systems using satellite
distribution changed the market situation dramatically for satellite
transponders with the buyers market changing almost overnight to a
sellers market. This has created an over, subscribed condition in the FCC
for C-band (6/4 Gliz) orbital positions. 	 Attention is being focused on
the available Ku-band positions as the next best alternative to C-band
slots.
	
Three carriers have current filings for use of Ku-band (14/12
GHz) orbital positions with other filings pending. Although C-band tran-
sponders have proven to be profitable, particularly for TV distribution,
it remains to be proven that Ku-band transponders will be money makers.
If, of course, communication satellite systems are to expand their serv-
ice offerings, not only must cost competitive systems be developed at
Ku-band, but they must also extend to ^ e use of Ka-band (30/20 GHz).
Satellite Business Systems (SBS) will begin operation with their Ku-band
system in January 1981 following launch of their first satellite in
October 1980. The focus of the SBS system will be on fixed-satellite
service for major business firms. The SBS system in principle may be the
forerunner of the higher frequency :satellite systems of the eighties.
As we look ahead to continued growth in satellite communications, it will
be necessary to develop needed technology to enable the growth and capac-
ity and the effective utilization of the geostationary orbit frequency
spectrum. Technology must not only permit expansion of the capacity of
the currently used bands at 6/4 GHz and 14/12 GHz but must also direct
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attention to the next higher frequency band, 30/20 GHz, allocated for
fixed-satellites service.
This paper will discuss the current NASA sponsored program in systems and
technology development associated with the Ka-band frequencies. Two gen-
eral types of services will be presented; Trunki ng Services and Customer
Premises Services. The technology developed at Ka-band should and will
be applied at the lower frequency bands as appropriate.
BACKGROUND
In June of 1979 NASA chaireJ a session at the International Conference on
Communications, ICC, here in Boston. At that time NASA presented its
plans for increasing its involvement in communications satellite R&D ef-
forts in an attempt to stimulate technology development in areas related
to increased orbit capacity and frequency spectrum effective utiliza-
ti on. The focus of the NASA program in the near term was technology
related to Ka-band since the carrier industry already had plans for using
Ku-band for commercial service„ The plan presented at that time
indicated a parallel activity which included a continuation of systems
studies focused on applications of the band for commercial service as
well as an aggressive technology development of the critical elements of
a Ka-band satellite/ground system.
The	 expansion	 cf the	 use	 of C-band in the last year	 and	 a half has dram-
atized	 the	 need for extending	 commercial	 services	 to Ku-band	 and Ka-band
in the	 near	 future.	 Both	 Ku-band and	 Ka-band,	 however,	 experience	 rain
attenuation
	
effects	 on	 signal	 quality not	 present	 at	 C-band.	 This	 in-
creased	 attentuation,	 particularly at Ka-band,	 requires	 special	 attention
if	 competitive	 service
	 offerings are	 to	 he	 made.	 To	 illustrate	 the
effect	 of	 rain	 on	 signal	 outage, the	 hours	 of	 expected	 outage	 at	 four
locations	 in	 the	 U.	 S.	 is	 shown
	
in	 figure	 1	 as	 a	 function	 of	 the	 link
margin provided. 	 Even with 10	 dB of link margin up to 17 hours of outage
might be expected in Washington,	 D. C.	 for	 the	 uplink
	
at	 30 GHz	 compared
to one	 hour	 at	 12	 GHz.	 Outage	 at C-band would be negligible.	 Compensa-
tion	 in	 the	 system	 configurations must	 be	 made	 if	 competitive	 service
offerings at Ka-band, 	 and perhaps even Ku-band, 	 are to be made.
As we move up in frequency, the use of increased spacecraft antenna gain
to help compensate for the expected rain fades appears to be appro-
priate. For example, at a 99.5% link availability comparable spacecraft
transponder powers will occur at Ka-band and Ku-band when a 0.8 degree
spot beam is used at Ka-band compared to a conus beam at Ku-band. The
use of spot beams will increase the complexity of satellite systems,
however they will, using frequency reuse techniques, permit higher capac-
ity satellites at modest increases in satellite size.
PROGRAM CONTENT
To present an overall perspective of the structure of the 30/2.0 GHz
program, the first chart (figure 2) shows the program divided into four
phases. The first phase which was conducted in 1978 and 1979 was
primarily composed of system and market studies addressing the operational
a
application of the 30/20 GHz band. The results of Phase I were presented
at ICC 1.979 sere in Roston. There were two main system studies con-
ducted; one each by Ford Aerospace and Hughes Aircraft with supporting
studies by TRW, Genrral Electric and Mitre Corporation. In parallel, two
major market studies were conducted by Western Union and U .S. Telephone
and Telegraph. The results of tht ,
 two types of studies were combined to
define potential operational system configurations which could respond to
the expected market for two classes of services; Trunking Service and
Customer Premises Service.
The promising results of Phase I prompted NASA to proceed to Phase II of
the program. Two major thrusts are included in this phase. One is
directed toward defining the overall requirements of a flight demonstra-
tion satellite/ground system capable of verifying the state of readiness
of the critical technology necessary to make a 30/20 GHz system commer-
cially viable. The second thrust and perhaps the more important is the
critical element technology development as identified by the results of
Phase I. The third phase of the program deals with the development and
flight test of the technology demonstration system and the conduct of the
experiment program involving both technical and service-type experimenta-
ti on. In addition to the primary system development activity, follow-on
technology development is planned to extend the state of the technology
beyond that committed to flight in the demonstration system.
The fourth and perhaps the most important phase is the deployment of
operational systems using the 30/20 GHz band. 	 If the first three phases
of the program are successful, operational implementation by the communi-
cations carriers would follow closely behind the activity of Phase III.
In the balance of the paper, a detailed discussion of Phase II, which is
currently in progress, will be presented.
PHASE II COORDINATION
Phase II is a result of a complex combination of many inputs by inter-
ested and involved groups and individuals. An illustration of the extent
of this interaction is given in figure 3.
Starting with the desired output of this phase, the demonstration system
definition phase will include the overall project plan for system devel-
opment, a definition of the system requirements as well as identification
of the specific technical requirements, an assessment of the readiness of
the critical technology elements, and the overall experiment program plan
defining both the technical and service demonstration experiments.
	 A
very important element of this phase is the identification of the system
acquisition plan which may include direct industry involveimPnt from a
sharing standpoint at the outset of system development.
The major player in this overall process, and perhaps in all phases of
the program, is the NASA Ad Hoc Advisory Committee currently chaired by
Jack Harrington of Comsat.	 The committee includes notable representa-
tives of both the system supplier and service supplier industries. Their
pr-
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contribution provides timely and sage review and critique of bath plan-
ninq and progress of the program as well as providing NASA with an
insightto the industry philosophy relative to roles and responsibilities
of both Government and industry in the conduct of the program.
A Carrier Working Group made up of representatives of all the major sat-
ellite carriers, new and old, provide NASA, on a continuing basis, with
definition of functional requirements to be met by future satellite sys-
tems. These requi rements are manifested in an experiments requirements
document created by the working group and represents the experiments
necessary to demonstrate the readiness of not only the technology but its
application as well. Detailed reviews of the results of both the system
studies and the -technology development are conducted.
Inasmuch as the military-allocated band is adjacent to the commercial
band at 30/20 GHz, a close coordination between NASA and DOD is part of
the program activity. Several of the critical technology elements under
development are co-funded between DOD and NASA. Continued and expanded
cooperation is expected as the program continues to develop.
A broad cross section of 'the industry is already under contract to NASA
to develop technology elements considered critical to program success.
The purpose of the activities is to develop the hardware necessary to
demonstrate the technical feasibility of technology through proof-of-
concept model testing. In all cases multi-year developments are planned.
Finally, the major system contractors are involved in developing system
designs to permit affordable demonstration program alternatives. Cur-
rently, both Hughes Aircraft and TRW are under contract in parallel to
define system options, create development plans including schedules and
costs, and establish experiment plans based on the experiments require-
ments document developed by the Carrier Working Group.
By coordinating the inputs of all the interested and involved players,
NASA expects to successfully complete Phase II in 1981.
In the remainder of the paper, the status of the technology development
and the system study activities will be presented.
PHASE II TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
The objective of the technology ready program (see figure 4) is to pro-
vide through feasibility demonstrations of proof-of-concept hardware the
technology required to enable a cost-effective and spectrum-conservative
implementation of Ka-band thereby decreasing potential development risk
for future flight systems.	 The schedule calls for completion of the
technology ready program by the end of 1982. As a general philosophy
wherever possible parallel contracts for all the key subsystems are plan-
ned. This permits a multi-path approach to technology solutions as well
as developing multiple sources for hardware in the future.
The technology elements either under development now or planned for
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development in the near future are illustrated in figure 5. Seven of the
eight critical elements are currently under contract. The one area not
yet under contract is the low-cost ground terminals. RFP's for related
technology in this area will be released later this calendar year.
Since the state of the current technology in each of the areas is differ-
ent, the maturity of the technology will be different at the end of the
technology ready program. An illustration of the assessed status is
shown in figure 6. The Proof-of-Concept (POC) configuration will be a
complete subsystem development using, wherever possible, flight-type
mater i al s. Both functional as well as thermal vacuum testing is planned
except for the antenna system where thermal vacuum is not planned. The
POC models will vary somewhere between breadboard and prototype develop-
ment. The antenna and baseband processor are nearer to breadboard with
the transmitter, receivers and switch matrix nearer to prototype.
A summary of the current technology contracts is given in figure 7. The
subsystem or element is shown along with the companies conducting the
development and an estimate of the contract value.
The flow diagram of the technology contracts is shown in figure 8.
Design concepts using 1982 and 1987 forecasts of technology are conducted
followed by Proof-of-Concept (POC) model design based on 1982 technology
model fabrication and testing an-a' analysis of testing results. An as-
sessment of the expected reliability is conducted following model testing.
PHASE II ALTERNATE SYSTEM CONCEPTS
The alternate system design concepts for the demonstration system are
being studied by Hughes Aircraft and TRW in parallel contract efforts.
The design concepts are in response to the functional requirements being
developed in the Carrier Working Group. A baseline set of requirements
was defined at the start of the studies. Both contractors developed sys-
tem configurations to meet the baseline requirements and determined both
development schedules and costs for their baseline configuration. Fol-
lowing efforts on the baseline concept, each coretractor is expected to
develop two other concepts having greater or less capability than the
baseline in order to develop a data base of information  for NASA to de-
fine the demonstration system and acquire it through competitive procure-
ment. A pictoral representation of the Phase II study results are shown
in figure 9. The output of the studies will provide information dealing
with cost vs experiment value with a maximum affordable cost limit and a
minimum experiment value limit to be determined. The concepts studied
will allow a selection of system capability as a function of return in
terms of experiment value for the demonstration system.
Baseline Concepts - To provide a perspective of a 30/20 GHz system, the
baseline configuration resulting from the functional requirements will be
discussed in some detail. The baseline program assumed a two flight
mission program. The requirements of Mission A are shown in figure 10.
The target launch date was 1986 with the system configuration to provide
Trunking and limited Customer Premises Services via seven fixed high gain
46t_.n:.
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spot beams; nominal spot size was 0.3 degrees. Emergency service was to
be provided via a 1.5 0
 steerable spot beam. The terrestrial system
included a Master Control Station, trunking terminals using site diver-
sity terminals, small Customer Prelli se terminals and transportable emer-
gency termi nals.
Mission B, shown in figure 11, added a high gain scanning beam system to
the spacecraft to allow wide-area coverage for Customer Premises Serv-
ice. Interconnect was required b,tween fixed spot beams and the scanning
beam(s).
A summary description of the resulting spacecraft is shown in figure 12.
Both Hughes and TRW developed concepts covered by the summary, however,
the spacecraft configurations were quite different. An artist's rendi-
tion of the TRW configuration is shown in figure 13. It is a three-axis
stabilized spacecraft with a dry weight of 2,300 lbs. Two 14 foot para-
bolic offset fed reflectors are used to provide conus coverage. One
antenna provides eastern coverage and the other western coverage. The
spacecraft design features are listed in figure 14.
The Hughes configuration uses a spin stabilized spacecraft system shown
in an artist's skt:tch in figure 15.
	 It utilized a single 14 foot offset
fed parabolic reflector.
	 Spacecraft dry weight is 2,750 pounds. The
spacecraft design features are listed in figure 16.
Typical ground terminal systems are shown in the following figures.
The trunking terminals in the baseline (see figure 17) used 12 meter
antennas and site diversity. Two 12 meter antennas connected with a
fiber optic link were placed 10 kilometers apart to mitigate against the
expected rain fade.
The Customer Premises Services terminals are shown in an artist's sketch
in figure 18. Antennas ranging from 3 to 5 meters would be used at a
customer's site, thus eliminating the need for terrestrial tails.
A typical emergency terminal setup is shown in figure  19. Antenna diam-
eters less than 2 meters would be used.
Following the baseline concept development, both contractors are required
to study spacecraft systems smaller than that of tine baseline down to a
SUS-D class spacecraft. Single mission programs vs two mission programs
will be evaluated. Development plans, schedules and development costs
will be determined. From the resulting data base a final set of func-
tional requirements will be developed. A RFP will be issued next summer
to the industry to finalize the alternate design concepts and develop
proposals for the flight demonstration system development. A single
award for system development is anticipated as a result of the alternate
concept activity. A flight system development could start as early as
June of 1983.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
NASA has in the past year increased its activities in communications
satellite systems research and development. The major focus of the
program is the technology development and demonstration of critical
technology elements of the 30/20 GHz frequency band. The effort involves
intensive interaction between industry and Government in all phases of
the program. A major program milestone will be a new start authorization
in FY 1983 for a demonstration satellite system scheduled for launch in
1987.
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FOURS PER YEAR OF EXPECTED OUTAGE
ON A SATELLITE LINK DUE TO RAIN'S
3 d I3 10 d B
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AUSTIN, TEXAS 12 GHz 9 h 2 h
20 23 6
30 51 12
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20 88 4
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Figure 1. - Hours per year of expected outago on a satellite link due to rain"'.
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